
[អ#កស&' ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ#កផ1ល់បទស&' សន៍៖ ជី ចិន]  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Chi Chen]  

 
[00:00]  
 
សួស1 ីបង!  
Hello!  
 

Tទ!  
Yes!  

 
សូមបងជួយែណ[ំខ̂ _ន! 
Please kindly introduce yourself!  
 

ខf g ំេij ះជី ចិន។ ខf g ំរស់េnភូមិេនះ។ ខf gpំq ប់rអ#កលក់អងs _ចេntមuT*ទ។ 
េnuT*ទtuពហj ! ែតឥឡz វេនះ ខf g ំឈប់លក់េហ}យ។ ខf g ំេ~េធ� }�រេnស�� �រ 
ក� gងតួ[ទីrអ#កuកឡ� កu*។ ខf g ំrអ#កេធ� }u*លក់ឱ�េភ��វ។  
My name is Chi Chen. I live here. I used to be an Angkuoch seller at the 
temple, Ta Prohm temple! Now I have stopped. I work as a bartender in a 
hotel. I make cocktails for customers.  

 
[00:35] 
 
េត}បង�ប់េផ1}មលក់អងs _ចtំងពីេពល�? 
When did you start to sell Angkuoch?  
 

ខf g ំTនលក់យូរេហ}យ។ ខf g ំTនលក់rងៃម'�# ំrង។ ខf g ំលក់tំងពីខf g ំេnតូចៗ។  
I have sold them for a long time. I have sold them for more than 20 years. I 
started to sell them when I was very young.  

 
[00:46]  
 
ចុះេពលេនះបង&ន�យុប៉ុ[j នេហ}យ? 
How old are you now?  
 

ខf g ំ&ន�យុ៣០�# ំេហ}យ។  
I am 30 years old now.  

 
[00:52]  
 
េពលែដលបង�ប់េផ1}មលក់អងs _ច េត}បងេចះេលង£ែដរឬអត់? 
When you started to sell Angkuoch, did you start to play as well?  
 

ខf g ំេចះេលង។ ខf g ំេចះេលងពីឪពុកខf g ំ។ ខf g ំេចះេលង។ ខf g ំTនេរ¦នពី�ត់តិចៗ 
េហ}យខf g ំក៏េចះេលង។  
I did. I learnt from my father. I know how to play. I learned from him a little bit 
and I know how to play.  

 
[01:12]  
 
េត}បងេចះេលងtំងពីបង�យុប៉ុ[j ន? 
How old were you when you started to play?  
 

ខf g ំមិន�ំែដរ ែតuបែហលrេពលែដលខf g ំ&ន�យុuTំបី ឬuTំបួន�# ំ។  



I cannot remember. Perhaps when I was eight years old or nine years old.  
 
[01:21] 
 
េត}េលងអងs _ចដូចេម1ចេ~?េត}បង�ចប©ª ញខf g ំTនេទ?  
How do you play Angkuoch? Could you please show me?  
 

Tន! [េស}ច...]  
Okay! [ Laughs…]  

 
េគ°ក់£មក±ងេនះ េហ}យបបូរ&ត់របស់ខf g ំuតzវផ²ិប។ 
ខf g ំមិន�ចឱ�លឺសេមqង&ត់និ´យTនេទ។ េµះបបូរ&ត់uតzវផ²ិប 
ខf g ំuតzវបេ¶· ញខ�ល់តិចៗ េហ}យអ�1 តuតzវរ.ស់េដ}ម¸ីឱ�សេមqងលឺ។  
I have to place it here and my lips have to compress it. I cannot release my 
words. Although my lips have to compress it, I still need to release a soft 
breath and my tongue has to move to release the sound of the Angkuoch.  

  
[01:50] 
 

[េតស1 ] 
[Demonstrates]  

 
[02:08] 

េប}ខf g ំផ̂gំ £នឹងមិនលឺសេមqងេទ។ ដូេច#ះ ខf g ំuតzវដកដេងª }មេចញតិចៗ និងចូលវ ¼ញតិចៗ។  
If I blow my breath [more strongly], it will not release sound. That is why I have 
to inhale and exhale softly.  
 
េប}ខf g ំផ̂gំ ... 
If I blow…  
 
[េតស1 មួយវ ¼[ទី] 
[Demonstrates for a second]  
 
...£មិនលឺេទ។ £លឺេ~មួយែបបេទ¦ត។ 
…it does not release a good sound. It releases another type of sound.  

 
[02:23]  
 
និ´យពីរេប¦ប�ន់ េត}េគ�ច�ន់អងs _ចTនរេប¦ប�?  
Talking about the holding technique, could you advise how to hold the Angkuoch 
correctly?  
 

េគមិន�ច�ន់រេប¦បេនះTនេទ។ េគuតzវ�ន់£tមលំ°ប់លំេ°យ។ 
ខf g ំuតzវ�ន់រេប¦បេនះ េដ}ម¸ីកុំឱ�£េទ}សៃដ។ េពលែដល¿À ត់ 
ខf g ំuតzវែត�ន់ែបបេនះេដ}ម¸ីឱ�&នÁព©យuសÂល។  
We cannot hold it like this. We have to hold it accordingly. I have to hold it like 
this to make sure that we will be comfortable. When playing, I have to hold it 
like this to make me feel at ease in playing.  

 
[េតស1 ] 
[Demonstrates]  

 
©យuសÂល!  
Easy!  

 



[02:41]  
 
អ¶· ឹង&នន័យÅ េគ�ច¿À ត់Tនែតែបបេនះេទ។  
So it means that we can only play with this technique.  
 

Tទ! េគ�ច¿À ត់Tនែតែបបេនះេទ។  
Yes! We can only play with this technique.  

 
មកពី±ងេនះមិនTនេទ? 
Can’t we hold it from this side?  
 

ខf g ំមិន�ច¿À ត់មកពី±ងេនះTនេទ។ េប}ខf g ំ¿À ត់មកពីទិសេនះ 
£�ចេធ� }ឱ�អងs _ចមិនល²  េ°យ*រ£ខុសពីរេប¦បរបស់£។  
I cannot play by holding it from this side. If I play from this side, the Angkuoch 
will not release a good sound because it is the wrong way around.  
 
ខf g ំមិន�ច¿À ត់េ~េu�យ £លឺសេមqង «ែuតត! ែuតត! ែuតត!»។ និ´យរមួេ~ 
សេមqង£មិនពិេÉះ។  
I cannot play from the front to the back side because it will sound like, ‘Tret! 
Tret! Tret!’. In short, its sound will not be good.  

 
[03:10]   
 
េត}អងs _ច&នប៉ុ[j នសេមqង? 
How many sounds does Angkuoch have?  
 

អងs _ច&នេuច}នសេមqង។ &នេuច}ន! 
It has many types of sound. A lot!  

 
ដូចrអ� ីខq ះ?  
Such as?  
 

&នសេមqងតូច  សេមqងធំ សេមqងuសÂយ! &នេuច}ន!  
Small sound, louder sound and resonant sound. A lot!  

 
បង*កេលងសេមqងតូចឱ�ខf g ំ*1 ប់បន1 ិចេម}ល!  
Could you show me please?  
 

[េតស1 !]  
[Demonstrates]  

 
េ[ះrសេមqងតូច។ Tទ! 
This is a small sound. Yes!  
 

 
ចុះសេមqងធំ? 
How about a louder sound?  
 

[េតស1 !]  
[Demonstrates]  

 
ចុះសេមqងuសÂយ? 
And how about a resonant sound?  
 

[េតស1 !]  



[Demonstrates]  
 
[េស}ច...] 
[Laughs…]  

 
[03:42]  
 
បងេn�ំÅ េពលែដលបងេ~លក់អងs _ចេពលែដលបងេnេកjង 
េត}បងTនកត់ចំ�Åំ&នមនុសË*Ì ល់អងs _ចេuច}នឬអត់?  
When you were young, were there many people who knew about Angkuoch?  
 

មនុសËÁគតិចែដល*Ì ល់ េហ}យÁគេuច}នគឺមិន*Ì ល់។ 
អ#កែដល*Ì ល់Áគេuច}នrមនុសË�ស់។ េពលែដល�ត់(េភ��វេទសចរណ៍)េដ}រមក 
�ត់uTប់Å៖  «េÏ! កូន!េនះេគេÐÅ អងs _ច។ របស់េនះ&នtំងពីបុÉណ។» 
&នែតមនុសË�ស់េទែដល*Ì ល់! េកjងៗជំ[ន់េu�យមិន*Ì ល់េទ។ Áគេuច}ន 
េពលែដលពួក�ត់េឃ}ញខf g ំ�ន់ ពួក�ត់ែតងែតសួរខf g ំÅ៖ «អូន! េត}អូន�ន់អ� ី?» 
�ត់សួរÅ៖ «េត}អូន�ន់uប°ប់ជួសសំ�ញ់ ឬអ� ី?» ខf g ំuTប់Å៖ 
«£មិនែមនrរបស់សu&ប់ជួសសំ�ញ់េទ។ £rអងs _ច។ េគេuប}£សu&ប់េលងេភqង។» 
£ជិតTត់បង់អស់េហ}យ។  ខf g ំក៏¿À ត់ឱ�េគ*1 ប់ េហ}យេគក៏[ំ�# េស}ច។ 
េគសបÒយចិត1។ េគ*j នÅ £ruប°ប់ជួសសំ�ញ់។ 
�រពិត£rរបស់ឧបករណ៍េភqងរបស់ែខj រេយ}ង។ ខf g ំuTប់េគtមហ# ឹង។  
Not many people knew about Angkuoch. The majority of people did not know 
about it. Most of the people who knew about Angkuoch were old people. 
When they [old local sightseers] came to me, they said: ‘Chao [grandchild]! 
Kon [child]! This is Angkuoch. This type of instrument has existed since the era 
of our ancestors.’ Most people who saw me holding an Angkuoch asked, ‘Oun! 
[younger brother!] What are you holding?’ They asked: ‘Is it a wooden pin to 
fix nets?’  I told them: “It is not a net fixer. It is an Angkuoch. People use it to 
make music.” It had almost been forgotten. I played for them and then they 
burst out laughing. They were happy. They assumed that it was a net fixer. It is 
actually a Cambodian musical instrument. I told them this.  

 
[04:58]  
 
េត}េគមិនគិតÅបងចែមqកេទ? េត}េគនិ´យែបប�េពលែដលេគលឺសេមqងេនះ?  
Did they think you are strange? What did they say when they heard the sound of 
Angkuoch?  
 

អត់េទ! េគសបÒយចិត1 េហ}យេគទះៃដ។ Áគេuច}ន េគទះៃដ។ 
េគសបÒយចិត1ែដលTនេឃ}ញ។  
No! They were happy and they clapped. Most of the time, they clapped. They 
were happy to witness it.  

 
[05:16]  
 
អបÒញ់មិញបងuTប់Å Áគេuច}នមនុសË�ស់ៗ*Ì ល់ពីអងs _ច។ េត}�ត់TនuTប់បងេទÅ 
�ត់េuប}អងs _ចសu&ប់េធ� }អ� ី?  
Just now you told me that the majority of people who know about Angkuoch are old 
people. Did they share with you what the instrument is used for?  
 

�ត់uTប់ខf g ំÅ េគេuប}អងs _ចសu&ប់�រនិ´យេឆq }យឆqង�#  
ឬេÐ�# កុំឱ��ស់ៗដឹង។ េពលែដលេគែញ៉រ�#  ឬuស.ញ់�# ក� gងន័យមិនឱ��ស់ៗដឹង 
េគែតងេ¿1 ះផ1ងÁ*នឹងសេមqងអងs _ច។  
They told me that they used Angkuoch to communicate with, or woo, each 
other in a secret way so the old people would not know about it. When they 



flirted or showed love to each other out of old people’s sight, they used 
Angkuoch as a tool.  

 
[05:49]  
 
េត}ពួកេគនិ´យែបប�េទ}ប�ចយល់�# Tន? 
How did they understand each other?  
 

[េស}ច…!]  
[Laughs...!]  

 
ឧµហរណ៍ឱ�ខf g ំេម}លបន1 ិចមក! 
Give me an example please!  
 

[េស}ច…!]  
[Laughs...!]  

 
េពលែដលមនុសËuប �ស¿À ត់េ~ មនុសËuសី�ចលឺសេមqង និងចុះមកជួបេគ។ 
When the men played Angkuoch, the women could hear the sound and they 
would come to meet the men.  
 
[េស}ច…!]  
[Laughs...!]  

 
េត}មនុសËuសីដងឹÅrបុរស&# ក់�tមរយៈអ� ីTន? 
េត}មនុសËuប �ស¿À ត់េ°យេÐេij ះមនុសËuសីេ[ះ ឬ´៉ង�?  
How did women recognise whether they were their lovers? Did the men call the 
women’s names through Angkuoch?  
 

uបែហលrេគេÐេij ះ! េពលែដលមនុសËuប �សេÐេ~ មនុសËuសី�ចដឹងសេមqង 
េទ}បេu�យមក េគចុះមកជួប។  
Perhaps they called the women’s names. When the men called them, the 
women could recognise the sound and then they came down to meet them.  

 
[06:23]  
 
េត}បងេចះេលងែបបេ[ះែដរឬេទ?  
Could you play in that style?  
 

ខf g ំេចះតិចៗ មិនេuច}នេទ។  
I know a little bit.  

 
*កប©ª ញបន1 ិចមក!  
Show me please!  
 

ដូចេÐេij ះ?  
Calling names?  

 
ខf g ំេij ះ តុ.។  
My name is Tola.  
 

តុ.!  
Tola  

 
[តុ.]  



[Plays Angkuoch: ‘Tola’ (twice)] 
 

[េស}ច…!]  
[Laughs…!]  

 
ចុះចំែណកេij ះ ដ�ី?  
How about Dika?  
 

[ដី�]  
[‘Dika’]  
 
[េស}ច…]  
[Laughs…]  
 

±ធី? 
Cathy? 

 
[±ធី]  
[‘Cathy’] 
 
[េស}ច…!]  
[Laughs…]  

 
ចុះេប}បងuTប់ពីេij ះខ̂ _នឯង? 
How about your name?  
 

[ជី ចិន]  
[‘Chi Chen’]  
 
[េស}ច…!]  
[Laughs…!] 
 
[ជី ចិន]  
[‘Chi Chen’]  
 
[េស}ច…!]  
[Laughs…!] 

 
ខf g ំេij ះជ ីចិន។  
My name is Chi Chen.  
 

[ខf g ំេij ះជី ចិន] 
[Plays Angkuoch: ‘My name is Chi Chen.’]  
 
[េស}ច...!]  
[Laughs…!] 

 
េuÞពីេuប}សu&ប់េ¿1 ះផ1ងសម1 ី េត}េគេuប}អងs _ចេnេពល�េទ¦ត?  
Besides from flirting each other, how did they use Angkuoch?  
 

ខf g ំមិនសូវដឹងេទ។ ខf g ំដឹងែតប៉ុេណà ះេទ។  
I have no idea. I only know that.  

 
[07:35] 
 



មួយវ ¼ញេទ¦ត េគ�ចេuប}£សu&ប់េÐសត� ែតខf g ំមិនសូវដឹងែដរ។ ខf g ំដឹងែតពីឪពុកខf g ំ 
ែដលTនuTប់ខf g ំtំងពីតូច។  
Well, I heard that they also used Angkuoch to call the animals, but I am not 
very sure. I heard about this from my father. He told me when I was young.  

 
េត}�ត់uTប់Å េគេuប}£េnេពល�ខqះ? 
Did they say when they used it?  
 

េគេuប}£សu&ប់និ´យេឆq }យឆqង និងtមuស.ញ់uសីកុំឱ��ស់ដឹង។ [េស}ច...!] 
ែតប៉ុេណà ះេទ!  
They used it for communicating with and chasing ladies, but not letting the old 
people know about it. [Laughs…!] That’s it.  

 
[08:00]  
 
ចុះេពលែដលេគ&នកមj វ ¼ធីតâន1 ីេnក� gងភូមិ េត}េគយកអងs _ចេនះេ~េលងrមួយែដរឬេទ? 
When there was a village festival, did they take Angkuoch to play?  
 

េគមិនែដលយក£េ~េលងrមួយឧបករណ៍េផËងេទ។ និ´យេ~ េគមិនែដល*ក។ 
េគមិនែដល*កÅ£េលងេក}ត ឬមិនេក}តេទ។ ខf g ំមិនសូវដឹង 
េuãះេគមិនសូវ�ប់�រមjណ៍។ េគមិនសូវ�ប់�រមjណ៍ 
េuãះេគេលងចូល�# មិនTន។  
They did not take it play with other musical instruments. They have never tried. 
They have never tested whether it can be played with other musical 
instruments or not. I do not know. They were not really interested. They were 
not interested because it they could not play it with other instruments.  

 
[08:36]   
 
េហតុអ� ីTនrេគេលងចូល�# មិនTន?  
Why couldn’t they play with other instruments?  
 

ខf g ំមិនដឹងែដរ។ [េស}ច...!] េគÅ£េលងចូល�# មិនTន 
ែតេគក៏មិនែដលTន*កេទ។ Áគេuច}ន អ#កេលងេភqងទិញ£យកេ~ែដរ។ 
អ#កេលងេភqង ដូចrអ#កេលងេntuពហj ក៏ទិញអងs _ចពីខf g ំយកេ~*កែដរ។ 
ែត�ត់មិនTនមកuTប់ខf g ំ វ ¼ញÅ �ត់េលងេក}តឬមិនេក}តេទ។ 
ពួក�ត់¿À ត់មិនTនយូរេទ។ �ត់¿À ត់Tនមួយែភqតៗ។  
I do not know either. [Laughs…!] They said it could not be played with other 
instruments, however, they had not tried. Some musicians also bought it to 
play. Musicians at Ta Prohm [temple] bought Angkuoch from me to try out. 
They did not tell me if it could be combined with other instruments or not. 
They could not play it for long. They could only play for a short period of time.  

 
[09:01]  
 
េហតុអ� ីTនrអ#កខqះ�ច¿À ត់Tនែតមួយែភqត េហ}យអ#កខqះ¿À ត់Tនយូរ? 
Why can some people play long? And some can only play for a short time?  
 

េuãះអ#កខqះេទ}បេរ¦ន េហ}យអ#កខqះTនេរ¦ន¿À ត់យូរេហ}យ! 
អ#កខqះេទ}បែតេរ¦ន¿À ត់Tនមួយ�ទិត� ឬកនqះែខ។  
Because some people just learnt it and others have practiced for a long time. 
Some people have just learnt for one week or two weeks.  

 
[09:25]   
 



ចុះសu&ប់បងែដលេរ¦នអងs _ចtំងែតពីេកjង 
េត}បងគិតÅ�រេរ¦នេលងអងs _ចេនះពិTកែដរឬេទ? 
Since you learned to play since you were young, do you think playing Angkuoch is 
difficult or not?  
 

ពិTក! £ពិTកក� gង�របេ¶· ញខ�ល់ និងបេ¶· ញសេមqង។  
Difficult! It is hard to release the breath and release the sound.  

 
ទu&ំែតេចះេលង េត}បងចំ�យេពលេរ¦នប៉ុ[j នែខែដរ? 
How long did it take you learn?  
 

ខf g ំចំ�យេពលយូរែដរ។ uបែហលrកនqះែខ េ~មួយែខ! ខf g ំេចះែតពä´មយូរៗេ~ 
ខf g ំក៏េចះ។  
I spent such a long time. Perhaps half a month to one month! I kept trying 
until I know how to play it.  

 
[10:00] 
 
 បងTនuTប់ខf g ំÅ ខf g ំេ~លក់អងs _ចtំងពី�យុuTំបួន�# ំ ឬដប់�# ំ 
េត}បង�ចuTប់TនេទÅ េហតុអ� ីTនrបងេ~លក់អងs _ច?  
បង�ចuTប់េរåងÉæ វអ� ីខq ះេទ?  
You told me that you went to sell Angkuoch when you were nine or ten years old. 
Could you tell me why you went to sell Angkuoch? Could you elaborate?  
 
[10:21]  
 
េហតុអ� ីTនrបងេ~លក់អងs _ចេពលែដលបងេnេកjង?  
Why did you go to sell Angkuoch when you were young?  
 

ខf g ំេឃ}ញÅឧបករណ៍េនះែបqក េហ}យខf g ំក៏សេuមចចិត1លក់។ 
ខf g ំេឃ}ញÅឧបករណ៍េនះែបqកខុសេគ េ°យ*រមនុសËÁគេuច}នលក់ែតខ̂gយ uទ សÌ រ។ 
&នមនុសËេuច}នលក់ ែតខf g ំខុសេគែដលខf g ំលក់ែតអងs _ច។ ដូចេនះ ខf g ំខុសេគ។ 
េគÁគេuច}ន�ន់ សÌ រ ខ̂gយ ែតខf g ំ�ន់អងs _ច។ ខf g ំេឃ}ញÅឧបករណ៍េនះែបqក 
េហ}យខf g ំក៏សេuមចចិត1លក់ែតម1ង។ ខf g ំលក់tំងពីេដ}មមក។  
I observed that this instrument is different from the others, so I decided to sell 
it. I observed that it is different because most people sold only khloy [flute], tro 
[Khmer fiddle] and drum. A lot of people sold those instruments, but I sold 
Angkuoch, so I was different. They mostly had drums and flutes but I had 
Angkuoch. I saw that it was different and so I sold it. I have sold it ever since.  

  
[10:54]  
 
េត}បង*Ì ល់ឧបករណ៍tមរយៈអ#ក�? ឪពុកបង ឬអ#ក�? 
How did you come to know this instrument? Through your father or other people?  
 

ខf g ំ*Ì ល់tមរយៈឪពុកខf g ំ។ និ´យេ~ ឪពុកខf g ំrអ#កេធ� }អងs _ច  
េហ}យខf g ំក៏�ប់�រមjណ៍លក់។ ខf g ំលក់£រហូតមក។ ខf g ំលក់£រហូតដល់ឥឡz វ។ [េស}ច...!]  
I came to know it through my father. My father was an Angkuoch maker and I 
was interested to sell it. I have sold it since then. I have sold it until now. [ 
Laughs…]  

 
[11:16]  
 
ខf g ំលឺÅ េពលខqះបងមិនែមនទិញពីឪពុកបងេទ។ បងក៏ទិញពីអ#កេផËងែដរ។  



I heard that sometimes you did not only get Angkuoch [to on-sell] from your father. 
You also bought it from someone else.  
 

ខf g ំេ~ទិញពីអ#កេផËង េ°យ*រពួកេគក៏េចះេធ� }ែដរ។  
I bought it from other people too because they also knew the making process.  

 
អ#ក�ែដរ? 
Who?  
 

tេគ}យ! �យុរបស់�ត់uបែហលr�ស់rងឪពុកខf g ំ។ �ត់�ស់rងឪពុកខf g ំ។ 
�ត់េធ� }អងs _ចសu&ប់លក់ែដរ។ �លខf g ំេ~ទិញ�ត់េ[ះ �ត់មិនµន់*q ប់េទ។ 
ែតេពលេនះ �ត់Tន*q ប់េហ}យ។ ប[À ប់មក �j នអ#ក�េធ� }បន1ពី�ត់េទ។ 
សព�ៃថèេនះ &នែតឪពុកខf g ំេទrអ#កេធ� }។ េហ}យ&នអ#កេធ� }ខq ះែដរ 
ែតេពលេនះ�ត់ឈប់េធ� }អស់េហ}យ។ េគឈប់េធ� }អស់េហ}យ 
េ°យ*រេគ&ន�រ©រេផËង។ ឥឡz វេនះ ពួកេយ}ងលក់មិនសូវ°ច់ 
េuãះេភ��វែដលទិញÁគេuច}នrជនrតិបរេទស។ េពលែដលលក់មិនសូវ°ច់ 
ពួកេយ}ងក៏ឈប់េធ� } េហ}យខf g ំក៏មិនTនេ~ទិញ។  
Ta Keuy! He was older than my father. He made Angkuoch for sale. When I 
went to buy them from him at that time, he had not passed away yet. But now, 
he has passed away. After that, no one made Angkuoch any more. Nowadays, 
only my father makes it. Actually there were people who kept making it, but 
they stopped too because they got other jobs. Then, we could not sell much 
because the buyers were just foreigners. As we could not sell much, we 
decided to stop. Also, I stopped going to buy them [to on-sell].  

 
េuãះ�មួយ ខf g ំuតzវេ~េធ� }�រ។ េពលេនះ ខf g ំឈប់លក់េហ}យ។ [េស}ច...!]  
Another reason is that I have to go to work. Now, I have stopped selling them. 
[Laughs…!]  

 
[12:23]  
 
េពលែដលបងេ~ទិញ េត}បងែដលជួបtេគ}យេ°យ¿À ល់ែដរឬេទ?  
When you went to buy Angkuoch, did you meet him [Ta Keuy] in person?  
 

ខf g ំpq ប់ជួប�ត់ េពលែដលខf g ំេ~ទិញ(អងs _ច)។ ខf g ំTនជួប�ត់rេuច}នដង។ 
�ត់TនuTប់ខf g ំអំពីអងs _ច េហ}យ�ត់ក៏&នអងs _ចែដកែដរ។ 
ែត�j ននរ��ប់�រមjណ៍នឹងេធ� }េទ។ អងs _ចែដកែខj រេយ}ងក៏&នេuច}ន។  
I met him when I went to buy [the Angkuoch]. I met him many times. He told 
me that he also had one Angkuoch Daek, but no one was interested to make 
it. Cambodians have a lot of Angkuoch Daek.  

 
[12:52]  
 
េត}បងេ~ជួប�ត់tំងពីបង&ន�យុប៉ុ[j នែដរ? េ~ជួប ឬេ~ទិញអងs _ចពី�ត់!  
How old you were you when you met him [Ta Keuy]? Met or bought Angkuoch from 
him? 
 

tំងពីេពលែដលខf g ំេnតូចៗ! ខf g ំេ~ទិញអងs _ចពី�ត់tំងពីខf g ំេnតូច។ 
uបែហលrយូរេហ}យ!  
When I was very young. I went to buy Angkuoch from him since I was very 
young. It was a long time ago already.  

 
[13:11]   
 
អមÒញ់មិញ បងនិ´យÅ tេគ}យ&នអងs _ចែដកែដរ។ េត}បងpq ប់េឃ}ញ£ែដរឬេទ?  



Just now you told me that Ta Keuy also had one Angkuoch [Daek]. Did you see it?  
 

ខf g ំpq ប់េឃ}ញ។  
I did.  

 
េត}បង*Ì ល់អងs _ចប៉ុ[j នuបេភទ? 
How many types of Angkuoch do you know?  
 

ខf g ំ*Ì ល់េuច}នែដរ។  
I know many types of Angkuoch.  

 
ដូចrអ� ីខq ះ?  
Such as?  
 

អងs _ចែដក អងs _ចµញែខË អងs _ចuតង់ អងs _ចមូល! េហ}យ&នអងs _ចមូលមä៉ងេ[ះ 
ក៏េធ� }អំពីែដក េហ}យអងs _ចែដកមä៉ងេទ¦ត&នលកéណៈuតង់! £ខុស�# ។ 
£&នÉងមូល និងuតង់។  
Iron Angkuoch, string Angkuoch, straight Angkuoch made from iron and 
round Angkuoch made from iron! There is a type of Angkuoch that is round 
and made from iron. Another type of Angkuoch is straight which is also made 
from iron. It is different. It is round and straight.  

 
អ¶· ឹង&នអងs _ចមូល និងអងs _ច...? 
So straight Angkuoch made from iron, round Angkuoch made from iron and… ?  
 

អងs _ចមូល អងs _ចuតង់ អងs _ចµញែខË! �រេលងអងs _ចែខË 
អ#កេលងuតzវចង់rប់នឹងៃដ។ េពលែដលrប់ 
ប[À ប់មកអ#កេលងuតzវរ.ស់ៃដែដល&នែខË។ អងs _ចេ[ះក៏េធ� }ពីឬសËីែដរ។ 
String Angkuoch - straight Angkuoch and string Angkuoch! If people want to 
play string Angkuoch, the player has to tie the string around a finger. When it 
is tied, the player has to vibrate the finger that has the string. The body of that 
Angkuoch is also made from bamboo.  

 
ប៉ុែន1បងមិនេuប}&ត់េទឬ?  
Don’t you use your mouth?  
 

អត់េទ! ខf g ំuតzវ°ក់អងs _ចនឹង&ត់ េហ}យចងែខËនឹងៃដ។ 
£មិនែមន¿À ត់រេប¦បេនះេទ។ ខf g ំuតzវចងែខËឱ�rប់រេប¦បេនះ។ 
ខf g ំuតzវចងែខËឱ�rប់នឹងៃដ និងuតzវរ.ស់។  
No! I have to place the Angkuoch on my lips and tie the string around my 
finger. We cannot play it like this. I have to tie it firm, like this. I have to tie it 
firm and move it.  

 
[14:25] 
 
េត}អងs _ចែខËេ[ះេធ� }េ°យអ#កេស¦មÉបែដរឬ´៉ង�? 
Was that string Angkuoch made by people from Siem Reap?  
 

ខf g ំមិនដឹងÅuបrជនេខត1�rអ#កេធ� }េទ 
ែតខf g ំេឃ}ញេគយកមកប©ª ញឱ�ខf g ំេឃ}ញែដរ។  
I do not know, but there was a man brought it to show me.  

 
[14:36]  
 
េត}អ#ក�ែដលយកអងs _ចេ[ះមកប©ª ញបង? 



Who brought it to show you?  
 
£យូរែដរេហ}យ! uបែហលrជនrតិែខj រេទែដលTនយកមក! �ត់rមនុសË�ស់។ 
It was a long time ago now. Maybe he was a Cambodian man. He was an old 
man.  

 
យូរឬេn?  
Long time ago already?  
 

យូរេហ}យ!ែតេពលេនះ ខf g ំមិនែដលេឃ}ញ�ត់យកមកប©ª ញេទ¦តផង។  
It was a long time ago. But I never saw him bring it to me again.  

 
អ¶· ឹង&នអងs _ចែខË អងs _ចuតង់ អងs _ចែដក និងអងs _ចឬសËី! ដូេច#ះ អងs _ច&នបួនuបេភទ។  
So string Angkuoch, straight Angkuoch, iron Angkuoch and bamboo Angkuoch. It has 
four types.  
 
[15:11] 
 
បងែដល*កល¸ងេលងអងs _ចែខËេ[ះែដរឬេទ? 
Have you ever tried playing string Angkuoch?  
 

�ត់Tនឱ�ខf g ំ*កែដរ។ ខf g ំTន*ក។ 
He [an older male tourist] asked me to try. I tried.  

 
សេមqងរបស់£´៉ងេម៉ចែដរ? 
How did it sound?  
 

សេមqងរបស់£លឺមិនសូវែវងេទ! £លឺសូរខq ីៗ! [និ´យដែដលម1ងេទ¦ត៖ 
សេមqងរបស់£លឺមិនសូវែវងេទ! £លឺសូរខq ីៗ! ]  
It could not make a long sound. Its sound was short. [Answer repeated: It 
could not make a long sound. Its sound was short.]  

 
ចុះចំែណកអងs _ចែដកuតង់វ ¼ញ? 
How about straight Angkuoch made from iron?  

 
អងs _ចែដកuតង់&នសេមqង±q ងំ។ េពលែដល¿À ត់ £&នសេមqងលឺuគលួច 
និង£&នសេមqងលឺ�è យ។  
Straight Angkuoch made from iron produced a louder sound. When I played it, 
its sound was very resonant.  

 
[15:41]  
 
&នន័យÅ £&នសេមqងលឺខÀ ័រល² ? 
That means it could produce a good sound?  
 

Tទ! £&នសេមqងលឺខÀ ័រ�è យ។  
Yes! Its sound was very resonant.  

 
[15:48]  
 
េត}បងេឃ}ញ£tំងពីបងេnតូចៗ ឬក៏ធំេហ}យ?  
Did you see it when you were young? Or when you were older?  
 

�លពីតូចៗ ខf g ំអត់Tនេឃ}ញេទ។ ខf g ំេឃ}ញេnេពលែដលខf gធំគួរសមែដរេហ}យ។ 
េ°យ*រែតេគល¸ីÅ ខf g ំ&នលក់អងs _ចេntមuT*ទ 



ពួក&៉ករបស់អ៊ì&# ក់េ[ះក៏Tនប©ª ញ េហ}យ�ត់Å �ត់ចង់ជួបខf g ំ។ 
�ត់ក៏មកជួបខf g ំtម�រuTប់។ �ត់មកេលង និងសួរ[ំ។  
When I was young, I did not see it. I saw it when I was more grown up. At that 
time I was well-known for selling Angkuoch at the temple, and a man showed 
up and told me that he wanted to meet me. He came to meet me. He came to 
visit and asked me questions.  

 
[16:17] 
 
Áគេuច}ន េត}អ#ក�េគខqះែដលTនមកជួបបងេពលែដលបងេnលក់? 
ខf g ំលឺÅ&នអ#កេធ� }អងs _ចខq ះចង់ជួបបង។ េត}ពិតែមនឬអត់?  
Who came to meet you when you were an Angkuoch seller? I heard that there were a 
lot of people wanted to meet you. Is that true?  
 

Áគេuច}ន ជនrតិអឺរæុប! ជនrតិេគេផËង! ជនrតិេគេផËងែដលចង់មក 
ពួក&៉កេគក៏uTប់តៗ�#  េហ}យេគក៏មកជួប។ �ត់មកជួប និងសួរ[ំពីរេប¦បេធ� }។  
Most of them were European. Foreigners! Foreigners who came to meet me, 
who had been told about me by their friends. They came to meet me and 
asked about the making techniques.  

 
[16:56]  
 
េត}េគ&នសំុឱ�បងេលងឱ�េគ*1 ប់ឬេទ?  
Did they ask you to play as well?  
 

េគឱ�ខf g ំេលងតិចៗ*កេម}ល។ សេមqងខុស�# ែបប�? េគក៏¿À ត់ែដរ។ រចួេគក៏ដូរ�#
¿À ត់េ~វ ¼ញ េ~មក! ខf g ំ¿À ត់របស់េគ េហ}យេគក៏¿À ត់របស់ខf g ំ។  
I played for them.  We wanted to know how different the sound was. Then 
they played for me too. Then we exchanged our playing technique. They 
played my Angkuoch and I played theirs.  

 
[17:17]  
 
បងយល់´៉ង�អំពីអងs _ចរបស់េគ? េត}£&នសេមqងដូច�# ឬអត់?  
What did you think about their Angkuoch? Did it sound the same?  
 

សេមqងខុស�# !សេមqងរបស់£មិនដូច�# េទ!  
The sound was different! Its sound was not the same.  

 
េត}សេមqងអងs _ចរបស់បង&នលកéណៈែបប�? 
េហ}យអងs _ចរបស់េគ&នលកéណៈែបប�ែដរ?  
How did their Angkuoch sound? And how did it look?  
 

[េស}ច...!] អងs _ចរបស់េគ&នសេមqងuសÂយ សេមqងរបស់អងs _ចខf g លឺំ±q ងំ។ £ខុសៗ�# ។ 
£មិនដូច�# េទ។  
[Laughs…!] Their Angkuoch sounded so resonant but my Angkuoch is louder. 
It was different. Not the same!  

 
េត}បង&ន�រមjណ៍ចែមqកែដរឬេទ េពលែដលេគក៏&ន េហ}យបងក៏&ន?  
Were you surprised when you learned that foreigners also have Angkuoch?  
 

ចែមqកៗ!  
Interesting!  

 
[17:54]  



 
េត}បងលក់េnែតuT*ទtuពហj ? ឬក៏បងលក់េnកែនqងេផËងេទ¦តែដរ? 
Did you sell only at Ta Prohm temple? Or did you sell at other places?  
 

អត់េទ! ខf g ំលក់េnuT*ទtuពហj  េហ}យេពលែដលខf g ំសu&កមកហូបTយ 
េហ}យេគរកខf g ំេnuT*ទtuពហj មិនេឃ}ញ េគមករកខf g ំេnផÀះ។ Áគេuច}ន 
េពលែដលេគរកខf g ំមិនេឃ}ញ េគមករកខf g ំេnផÀះ។  
No! I sold Angkuoch at Ta Prohm temple. When I took a lunch break and they 
[the buyers] could not find me at Ta Prohm temple, they came to see me at 
home. Most of the time, they came to find me at home when they could not 
find me at the temple.  

 
េគមកចង់ជួប។ អ#កខqះមកេ°យ*រដឹងÅ ឪពុកខf g ំេចះេធ� }អងs _ច។ ដូចេនះ 
េគក៏មកចង់េឃ}ញ។ េពលែដលេគចង់េឃ}ញពួកខf g ំេធ� } េគក៏មកជួបដល់ផÀះ។  
They came to meet me at home. Some of them came because they knew that 
my father was an Angkuoch maker. Therefore, they wanted to see. When they 
wanted to see us making it, they came to meet us at home.  

 
ចុះបងែដលលក់េnនឹងផÀះេនះែដរអត់? េត}បងែដលpq ប់េលងឱ�េគេម}លែដរឬេទ? 
Did you also sell at your home? Did you show them how to play?  
  

េពលែដលេគរកខf g ំេnនឹងuT*ទមិនេឃ}ញ េគក៏មក�ំខf g ំេnផÀះ។ ខf g ំក៏មកផÀះ 
និងេលងអងs _ចឱ�េគ*1 ប់។ េពលែដលេគ*1 ប់រចួ េគក៏ទិញ។ ៃថèខq ះ េគទិញេuច}ន។ 
ៃថèខq ះ េគទិញតិច។ េប}េគទិញេuច}ន េគទិញសu&ប់យកេ~uបេទសេគវ ¼ញ។  
When they could not find me at the temple, they came to wait for me at my 
house. Then I came home and played Angkuoch for them. After they listened, 
they bought it. They sometimes bought many and sometimes just a few. If 
they bought a lot, I knew that they bought it for on-selling in their country.  

 
[18:51]  
 
Áគេuច}ន េត}ជនrតិអ� ីែដលទិញអងs _ចពីបង?  
What nationality liked to buy Angkuoch from you?  
 

Áគេuច}នជនrតិ �េមរ ¼ក�ំង! ខf g ំមិនសូវTនសួរ[ំÅេគជនrតិអ� ីេទ។  
Most of them were American. I did not really ask about nationalities.  

 
Áគេuច}ន េគuTប់បងÅ េគទិញេ~េធ� }អ� ីេទ?  
Did they ever tell you what they bought for?  
 

អ#កខq ះយកេ~ឱ�េកjងៗ កុ&រកំuã េហ}យអ#កខqះuTប់Å េគទិញយកេ~លក់បន1។ 
េគទិញយកេ~លក់បន1ឱ��# េគ។ អ#កខqះទិញសu&ប់មិត1ភក1 ិរបស់េគឱ�*Ì ល់។ 
េ°យ*ររបស់េយ}ង&នឬសËីែដរ េហ}យេគ&នែតអងs _ចែដក 
ដូចេនះេទ}បេគទិញពីខf g ំេ~ឱ�មិត1ភក1 ិរបស់េគ។  
Some bought it to donate to children, orphans, and some told me that they 
bought it for selling again. They would sell them on to their friends. Some of 
my customers bought it for their friends. Since I had bamboo Angkuoch and 
they had only iron Angkuoch, they bought it for their friends.  

 
[19:47] 
 
េប}tមបទពិេ*ធន៍របស់បង េត}េភ��វ�ខqះែដលTនប©ª ញអងs _ចឱ�បងេម}ល?  
Based on your experience, how many customers showed you their Angkuoch?  
 



Áគេuច}នជនrតិអូâ*1 លី! ពួក�ត់&នេuច}ន។ �ត់&នឧបករណ៍ប©ª ញេuច}ន។ 
េហ}យក៏&នជនrតិឥ�î ! ពួក�ត់ក៏&នេuច}នែដរ។ 
uបេទសµងំេនះÁគេuច}នេធ� }ឧបករណ៍ពីែដក។ 
េហ}យជនrតិ.វ&នµងំអងs _ចែដក និងអងs _ចឬសËី។ េនះសu&ប់ជនrតិ.វ។  
Australians - they had a lot! They had many instruments to show me. Indians 
too! They also had a lot. These two countries always made the instruments 
from iron. However, Laos has both iron and bamboo Angkuoch. That is 
Laotian.  

 
[20:36] 
 
ដូចៗ�#  ឬខុសៗ�# ?  
Are they [the Laotian instruments] the same or different?  
 

ខុសៗ�# ! £&នេuច}នuបេភទ។ េគ&នែដក។ េគមិនេធ� }ឬសËីតូចដូចែខj រេទ។ 
េគេuប}ឬសËីធំ។ ឧបករណ៍ែដលជនrតិ.វTនប©ª ញេ[ះ &នលកéណៈធំ។ ធំ±q ងំ!  
Different! They have many types. They have iron ones too. The bamboo ones 
they don’t make like Cambodians. They use big bamboo. The instrument that a 
Laotian man showed me was very big! Very big!  

 
ធំប៉ុ�à ?  
How big?  
 

ធំ! ធំ±q ងំ!  
Big! Very big!  
 
�ត់យកមកប©ª ញ និង¿À ត់ឱ�ខf g ំេម}ល។ េហ}យ�ត់ឱ�ខf g ំ¿À ត់*កេម}លរបស់េគែដរ។  
He showed and played for me. And I also asked him if I could try.  

 
េប}និ´យពីរេប¦បេលង េត}េគេលងដូចៗ�#  ឬខុសៗ�# ?  
Did you play with the same technique?  
 

£uសេដ¦ងៗ�# ។ uសេដ¦ងៗ! មិនសូវដូច�# េទ!  
It was similar. Similar! Not completely the same!  

 
[21:19] 
 
េnេពលែដលរបស់េគធំrង េត}£ពិTកេលងែដរឬេទ? 
េហ}យសេមqងរបស់£ពិេÉះrងែដរឬអត់?  
Since it was bigger than yours, was it difficult to play? And how was its sound?  
 

អងs _ចេគលឺសូរសÀ ក់ៗ។ £លឺសÀ ក់ៗ និងលឺខq ីៗ។ £¿À ត់លឺសេមqង «ពឹប! ពឹប!»។ £ខុស�# ។  
It did not sound good. It sounded not nice and short. It sounded like, ‘Pib! 
Pib!’. It was different.  

 
[21:43] 
 
ខf g ំចង់ប©ª ញរបូមួយដល់បង េហ}យខf g ំចង់ដងឹÅ បងយល់´៉ង�ចំេãះរបូេ[ះ?  
I want to show you a picture and I would like to know your thoughts about it.  
 

[េស}ច...!]  
[Laughs…!]  

 
េនះrអងs _ចែដរ ប៉ុែន1£uតzវTនេគយកេ~°ក់េn *រៈមនÀ ីរៃនចuកភពអង់េគqស 
ក� gងអំឡ� ង�# ំ១៩៦៦។ េគយកអងs _ចេនះពីែខj រេ~។ អ¶· ឹង េត}បងគិត´៉ង�ចំេãះរបូេនះ?  



This is an Angkuoch that was brought to keep at the British Museum in around 1966. 
They took this Angkuoch from Cambodia. So what do you think about this picture?  
 

£ដូច�# ។ ខf g ំគិតÅ £ដូច�# ។ £មិនខុស�# េទ។ ខf g ំគិតÅអ*· រ�។  
It is the same. I think it is the same. It is no different. I think it is great.  

 
[22:19]   
 
េគuបែហលrយកអងs _ចេនះពីេខត1េស¦មÉប។ េត}បងគិតÅ 
អ#ក�ែដល�ចេធ� }អងs _ចក� gងេពលេ[ះTន?  
They might have taken this Angkuoch from Siem Reap province. Who could do this in 
that period?  
 

េពលេ[ះuបែហលr...t។ យូរេហ}យ! uបែហលrជីដូន ឬជីtរបស់ែខj រពីមុនែដលេធ� }! 
ប[À ប់មក េគក៏យកេ~។  
At that time, perhaps … grandpa. It was a long time ago. Perhaps it was made 
by a Cambodian ancestor. Then they took it.  

 
មិនែមនែខËuសóយt&# ក់ែដលបងេ~ទិញេទ? �ចr�ត់េទ?  
Could it be made by a relative of the grandpa [Ta Keuy] you used to buy Angkuoch 
from? Would it be possible?  
 

ខf g ំមិនសូវដឹងែដរ ែតuបែហល�ចr�ត់។ េuãះខf g ំមិនTនដឹង! ខf g ំÅដូច�# ។ 
£មិនខុស�# េទ។  
I am not so sure, but it was possibly made by him. I do not know. I see that it is 
the same. It is no different.  

 
ែតអងs _ចេនះ&នពណ៍េផËង�# ?  
But it has a different colour?  
 

£&នពណ៍េផËង�#  េ°យ*រ£&ន�យុ�លយូរ។ �ល�ទុក£យូរ £ែuបពណ៍។ 
£ែuបពណ៍េ~rពណ៍uកហម។ ឬមួយ េគយក£េ~ôលៃថè េទ}ប£ែuបពណ៍។ 
£ែuបពណ៍េ~rពណ៍uកហម។ ឬេពលែដល�ន់£យូរៗេ~  £ក៏ែuបពណ៍ែដរ។ 
£�ចេ~rរេ.ង េõj  ឬuកហម េ°យ*រ�រ�ន់។ £មិនែuបេ~rេõj ±q ងំេទ 
ែត£ែuបពណ៍េ~ruកហម uកេö៉ៗ។ 
It has a different colour because it is old. When we keep it for a long time, it 
changes colour. It becomes red. Or, if they dried it, that could change the 
colour too. It changed to be red. Or when you hold it for a very long time, it 
could change colour as well. It can become smoother, darker and red. It will 
not become very dark but it could be dark red.  

 
ចុះទំហំរបូÉង? ដូចអងs _ចបងេពលេនះេទ?  
How about its shape? Is it the same as your Angkuoch?  
 

ដូច�# ! £មិន&នខុស�# ផង! £ដូច�# ។  
Yes, the same. It is no different. It is the same.  

 
[េស}ច...!] អរគុណ! 
[Laughs…!] Thank you!  

 
[24:04-END]  


